Hello NIST,

Thank you for the exciting opportunity to provide feedback. I focus on the Implementation Examples that relate to the NIST CSF 2.0 Public Draft.

Additional Implementation Examples for GV.RR-01 or GV.RR-02

- Additional implementation example  - **Ex: Establish cybersecurity risk champions for each role (e.g. business analysts, Solution architects) employed by the organization. Empower role-specific champions to lead healthy discussions focused on cybersecurity risk management challenges & opportunities, that role practitioners are uniquely positioned to face & lead the organization through.**

  **Rationale**
  There is a need to dispel the notion that only Leaders, Managers, or those with “Risk” or “Security” within the role title, are responsible & accountable for cybersecurity risk, its management, and its governance. All practitioners and roles within an organization have a part to play in the governance of information security. Aligns with the spirit of the NICE Workforce Framework for Cybersecurity.

- Additional implementation example  - **Ex: Setup an ethics hotline assuring anonymity for employees who want to raise a concern (concern as relevant to cybersecurity risk management) but may not feel comfortable doing so.**

  **Rationale**
  An anonymity-assured ethics hotline is one way that an organization can proof its commitment to the strongest ethics.
Comment about ID.RA-09

- Rephrasing of Ex4 within GV.SC-06, to capture the essence of ID.RA-09 and perhaps remove ID.RA-09 from Identify (ID) - Ex4: Determine a process to assess the authenticity and integrity of hardware and software prior to acquisition and use.

  **Rationale**

ID.RA-09 may need to move to a different Function, away from Identify (ID). ID.RA-09 can move to GV.SC-06 as an additional implementation example. Implementation Example Ex4 within GV.SC-06, seems to capture what ID.RA-09 describes. Thus, this Ex4 may be re-phrased (Re: the rephrasing above), to capture the essence of ID.RA-09.
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